
WPRA Board Meeting Minutes
Teleconference
8/27/12

4 PM MT

In attendance: Jimmie, Jerri, Patti, Jennifer, Tana, Marguerite, Tamra, Beth, Margo, Doreen, Sarah, Sava-
nah, Tracy and Julie

Not in attendance: Tannis and Susie

Jimmie calls the meeting to order.

1. Acceptance of the Minutes from 7/30/2012

Motion by Julie: I make a motion that the Board accepts the 7/30/2012 minutes as submitted along with an 
edit that Tracy ‘s name be deleted from the attendance list.
2nd by Margo
9-yes/0 no/1 abstaining
Motion passes.

2. Acceptance of the Minutes from 8/13/2012

Motion by Julie: I make a motion that the Board accepts the 8/13/2012 minutes as submitted.
2nd by Tracy
10 yes/0 no
Motion passes.

3. Request to Conduct a General Membership Meeting in Lincoln, NE on 10/19/2012

Motion by Margo: I make a motion that the Board approves having a General Membership Meeting in 
Lincoln, NE on 10/19/2012.
2nd by Tamra
10 yes/ 0 no
Motion passes.

4. Data Base Reference Update

Janet shared that Jerri and Margo have participated in calls for 2 references. They shared that each refer-
ence was very favorable. 
The Board asked that Jerri and Margo follow up with one more reference.

5. Remaining 2013 Clean Up Items & Member Proposals
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Changes to the Buddy Rule: The Board previously voted to allow a WPRA member to identify 1 PRCA 
member as their buddy for the entire rodeo year.

A small group was put together to handle the actual language that needed to change in the rulebook and to 
work out the procedural details.
Janet recapped the meeting with Chris Horton, Jimmie, Jerri, Margo and Tana regarding this request. 
Chris indicated this would not be a problem. He explained the WPRA office needs to supply a spreadsheet 
listing the WPRA member and the name and # of the PRCA member. 
No action needed by the Board.

Clean Up to the Release Rules

Margo explained that she reviewed the rules, moved pieces around within the Release Rules chapter so it 
would read more cleanly. She did not make any changes.
No action by the Board.

Clean Up to Trade Rules (whether conflicted or free)

Tana explained she tried to clean up the conflicted trade language of the rule book. She also explained why 
she felt the free trade limit should be increased from 4 to 6 free trades during the rodeo year and that both 
parties should have their count go down when a trade is made regardless of who initiated the trade.
She explained that Procom needs to ask more questions about whether members are conflicted and also 
needs to adjust their sheets on free trades. So both parties are affected by the free trade.

An informal vote to approve increasing the limit for 4 to 6 for free trades and decreasing the count for both 
members was taken. No one was against the idea.

There was a discussion about 10.6.2. It was felt that language needs to be added to the 30-hour replacement 
rule.

Motion by Jennifer: I make a motion that the Board accepts the buddy clean up items as reviewed by Mar-
go, the clean up items to the trade rule as reviewed by Margo, the Trade clean up as reviewed by Tana and 
inclusions as submitted and discussed.
2nd by Margo
12 yes/0 no
Motion passes.

See attachment for the detail of the Member Proposals

Regarding proposals from Lea Baze, Christy Davidson, Gene Ann Dryer and Sue Berg with variations on 
whether $ won at Limited Entry Rodeos should count towards the NFR.

Discussion.

Motion by Tana: I make a motion that the Board accepts the Rule Proposal Committee recommendation 
and reject these proposals.
2nd by Margo
10 yes/0 no
Motion passes.

Regarding a proposal from Sami Bessert suggesting there be no Limited Entry Rodeos with less than 45 
contestants….with suggestions on payout as well.



Discussion.

Motion by Tana: I make a motion that the Board accepts the Rule Proposal Committee recommendation 
and reject this proposal.
2nd by Doreen
11 yes/ o no
Motion passes.

Regarding a proposal from Sue Berg suggesting that suggests that a general membership vote would be 
needed to determine whether $ from an invitational or limited entry rode should count towards the NFR.

Discussion.

Motion by Tana: I make a motion that the Board accepts the Rule Proposal Committee recommendation 
and reject this proposal.
2nd by Margo
10 yes/0 no
Motion passes.

Regarding a proposal from Lindsay Sears suggesting a payout approach for rodeos that have a bonus round 
and how much should count towards the NFR.

Discussion.

Motion by Tracy: I make a motion that the Board defers approval or rejection of this proposal to allow for 
further discussion and consideration…as there are points of merit.
2nd by Patti
11 yes/ 0 no
Motion passes.

Regarding a proposal from Robin Montague suggesting a re-entry system for rodeos.

Discussion.

Motion by Julie: I make a motion that the Board accepts the Rule Proposal Committee’s recommendation 
and reject this proposal because of implementation challenges. The Board will explore if there are other 
options.
2nd by Tracy
10 yes/0 no
Motion passes.

6. 30- Hour Replacement Policy Issue with Procom

Janet explained the Procom problems this year and the discussion with Chris regarding the lack of any 
viable solutions.

7. General Discussion about the Increasing Amount of Barrel racer Turn Outs at Rodeos

Procom has reported that ½ of all turnouts from the 7 rodeo events comes from barrel racing. C
Discussion about the impact from early entry dates, our release policy, whether re-entry is an option.

8. Last Stop on the WPRA Tour - Lincoln NE at the WPRA World Finals



There was a discussion regarding how much added $ to provide to the Last Stop race. The discussion net-
ted to $5,000 is the minimum amount and that the WPRA continue to seek sponsorship to cover it.

9. Drug Policy Update

Jimmie updated the Board about the rational that supports using the United States Equestrian Federation 
(USEF) rules rather than building an entire process on our own.

There is a logic that suggests taking their entire set of rules, particularly the policies and adapting them. 
The USEF approach is widely used, has stood the test of time and they have many support pieces (written 
materials, telephone hotline).

Motion by Doreen: I make a motion that the Board assigns Jimmie, Jerri, Dana and Nancy the task of put-
ting together a plan with final details.
2nd by Margo
There were not enough Directors on the phone to complete a vote.

The Board was reminded the next Board meeting would be 9/10/2012 and topics would include Suggested 
rodeos for the 2013 WPRA Tour, Nominations for the 2012 Contract Personnel & Recognition Awards 
and the WPRA Drug Policy details.

Meeting adjourned at 7: 52 PM.


